Corona Virus Infectious Disease 19 (COVID-19) in Various Reviews
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ABSTRACT

The current COVID-19 outbreak was caused by a new coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2. It accesses host cells through the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) protein, which is expressed by endothelial cells (EC) and very abundantly expressed in the lungs. SARS-CoV-2 uses a surface glycoprotein (spike) domain to access host cells and ACE2 has been revealed to be a co-receptor for coronavirus entry. The antigen presentation of SARS-CoV mainly depends on the MHC I molecule, but MHC II also contributes to the presentation. Based on the mechanism of a common acute viral infection, the antibody profile against the SARS-CoV virus contains characteristic pattern of IgM and IgG production. By the end of week 12, SARS-specific IgM antibodies disappear, whereas IgG antibodies can last in a longer period of time, which shows IgG antibodies can mainly hold a protective role, and SARS-specific IgG antibodies mainly are S-specific and N-specific antibodies. Clinical manifestations are not only found in mucosa in the airways but also in the cardiovascular system, kidneys, central nervous system, pregnancy, skin, oral cavity and digestive system. The diagnose of clinical presentation of COVID-19 is mainly based on a history of epidemiology, clinical manifestations of pneumonia symptoms (for example, fever, dry cough, myalgia, and shortness of breath) and several additional examinations, include detection of nucleic acids, CT scanning, immune identification technology (POCT) IgM / IgG, related to enzymes, immunosorbent assay (ELISA) and blood culture.
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INTRODUCTION

The corona virus infects many animal species such as humans, causing acute and chronic diseases. In 2002, SARS-CoV appeared in the human population in China, causing worldwide epidemics with severe morbidity and high mortality rates, especially in aged people.1 Corona virus is an RNA virus that is present and widespread in humans, other mammals and birds and which cause respiratory, enteric, liver and neurological diseases. The corona virus forms an envelope structure on the outer surface of the virion and its morphology is round with a diameter of 100-160 nm, and also contributes significantly to the spread of the virus in vivo and in the antagonist of the host cell response.1, Their genome is positive-sense (+) single-stranded (ss) RNA and measuring 27-32 kb. Corona viruses have additional accessory genes in addition to genes for structural viruses of the virus.2 There are six species of corona viruses that cause disease in humans. Four viruses, 229E, OC43, NL63, and HKU1, usually cause the common cold symptoms in immunocompetent individuals. The other two types are SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV originating from zoonoses and are associated with sometimes fatal diseases. SARS-CoV was the causative agent of a severe outbreak of acute respiratory syndrome in 2002 and 2003 and in Guangdong Province, China. MERS-CoV is a pathogen responsible for the outbreak of severe respiratory disease in 2012 in the Middle East.2 The first case was identified in December 2019, a group of patients with pneumonia whose cause was unknown was associated with the seafood wholesale market located in Wuhan, China. The unknown Betacoronavirus was discovered through the application of unbiased sequencing in samples from patients with pneumonia. A new corona virus was isolated human airway epithelial cells, named 2019-nCoV, which forms a clade in the sarbecovirus subgenus, the Orthocoronavirinae subfamily. 2019-nCoV is the seventh member of the corona virus family that infects humans.2
The current COVID-19 outbreak is caused by a new coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2, indicating that new pathogen variants will soon emerge from coronaviruses related to a very diverse variety of severe acute respiratory syndromes (SARs-CoVs) originating from bats through high genetic recombination ability and close coexistence (Figure 1).  

Figure 1: Presence of coronaviruses pathogenic for humans from ancestral bat viruses. Illustration of diversification of SARS-CoV, SARS-CoV-2, and MERS-CoV from ancestor viruses by possible genome recombinations. There are two major variable regions among viral genomes (S and orf8 genes). The variations occur mostly due to the high recombination potentials of the coronaviruses. (Source: Shun Adachi et. al., 2020)

2019-nCoV compare to SARS-CoV is quite different when considered to a new betacoronavirus that infects humans. Eventhough phylogenetic analysis has revealed that bats may be the original host of this virus, but some animal sold in the seafood market in Wuhan may represent an intermediate host that facilitates the presence of the virus in humans. 2019-ncov able to bind to ACE2 in humans based on its structural analysist.

The symptoms appeared by patients affected by COVID-19 include coughing, fever, and shortness of breath. Besides, major symptoms such as high blood pressure, thrombosis, pulmonary embolism are usually observed in COVID-19 which indicate that the virus targets the endothelium.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY AND PATHOGENESIS

Pathophysiology of this disease stated the reason of respiratory symptoms which is so common in patients, this occurs because the virus enters host cells through the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) protein, which found very abundantly in the lungs. ACE2 is also expressed by endothelial cells (EC). SARS-CoV-2 uses a surface glycoprotein (peplomer) called a spike to access host cells and ACE2 has been shown to be a co-receptor for coronavirus entry. Thus, ACE2 density in each tissue may correlate with the severity of the disease in the tissue. Transmembrane serine protease 2 (TMPRSS2), sialic acid receptors, and the extracellular matrix metalloproteinase matrix inducer (CD147, also known as basigin) are receptors that mediate the entry of SARS-CoV

Figure 2: Pathogenesis of COVID-19. The SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus enters host cells through the binding of its spike glycoprotein to angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2), sialic acid receptor, transmembrane serine protease 2 (TMPRSS2), and extracellular matrix metalloproteinase inducer (CD147). (Source: Sardu, C et.al., 2020)
Interestingly, ECs (Figure 2) expressed these four receptors. The most studied of these receptor because its genetic inactivation has been revealed to cause severe lung injury in mice exposed to H5N1, whereas administration of recombinant human ACE2 improves lung injury caused by the H5N1 virus in mice. ACE2 is debated among cardiologists, and there is concern that the medical management of hypertension, such as consuming the renin angiotensin-aldosterone system (RAAS) inhibitors, may contribute to poor health outcomes. In TMPRSS2 observations have been shown to bind to viral spike glycoprotein, a recent structural test showed that coronaviruses can bind to sialic acid receptors, CD147 has proven been very important for the access of cytomegalovirus into ECs.3

After entering the cell through specific interactions of viral envelope glycoprotein (S) surges and cellular receptors, corona viruses replicate in the cytoplasm as other ssRNA (+) viruses. For alpha and beta-corona viruses, they come from highly metabolized mammals, such as bats and mice. 4

Among the genes in the genome of interest, an evolutionary biologist tends to focus on genes that are functionally retained but differ in sequence. This is occur because the role of critical genes is conserved in various species, while developing rapidly, showing that divergent forces work on genes, for example, with joint evolution such as symbiosis, an evolutionary arms race, or others. From the CoV gene, this review focuses on the structural gene S as well as the orf3 / orf8 extra gene, each of which encodes the S protein and accessory. In addition, the S gene and the upstream region of the orf8 gene are the most frequently observed hotspot for recombination. Based on the assumption, Orf8 from SARS-CoV is obtained from SARSr-CoV by recombination, and is chosen positively.3 The S protein contains receptor binding domains (RBD) that are important for infection, and the ORF3 / ORF8 protein functions as a virus-specific species, for example, by determining virulence (ORF8), anti-interferon activity (ORF3 / ORF8) or other. ORF3 / ORF8 differ between SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2, so they might contribute to differences in their virulence.6 Because RNA viruses are easily mutated and coronaviruses have high potential for recombination, it is easy to see traces of virus mutation and evolution, especially for SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV. RNA recombination by RNA polymerases that depend on low-fidelity RNA is widely observed and thought to form viruses today by reforming the genome or distributing functional modules.5

The evolution of coronavirus can be considered in Figure 1 which explain about viral gene, orf8 is known for the evolution of viruses and the increase in virulence observed during the slow onset of SARS. SARS-CoV uses ACE2 as a cellular receptor for infection, and MERS-CoV uses DPP4 as a receptor, for RBD in S. The introduction of receptors is crucial for the infection process for viruses. The difference in receptor use among coronaviruses is occurring because of the order / structure of their RBD. However, due to the general nature of RBD, this can be a potential target for the development of new antiviral compounds and antibody therapies for this virus. Viruses have cleverly evolved to ward off clinical strategies. For example, this strategy applies to WIV1 SARS-CoV strains but not to SHC014 and HKU3. We cannot include HKU3 for its truncated RBD form. For MERS-CoV, cells expressing DPP4-derived variants of bat species force the virus to accumulate mutations in the virus surge during travel, which results in increased viral entry with two amino acid mutation only. This phenomenon in virus evolution can be tested in either in vitro evolution or clinical medicine systems.3 To include the origins of new pathogens and the prevention of their transmission to humans and control the spread of viruses, both research on SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and SARS-CoV-2, and on their correlation to SARSr-CoVs and MERS-CoVs in bats is recommended to track its ecology and evolution. Yunnan SARSr-CoVs may be the origin of SARS-CoVs (Figure 1), as symbionts, meanwhile domestication activities for mammals influence the acquisition of pathogenicity to humans. Both field research and experimental biology are needed to comprehend viruses simultaneously by predicting or preventing future outbreaks.3

Antigen Presentation in Coronavirus Infection

When a virus enters a cell, the antigen presentation cell (APC) releases antigen. It is a central part of the body's anti-viral immunity. Major histocompatibility complex (MHC; or human leukocyte antigen (HLA)) in humans) presents antigenic peptides and are then viral-specific cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) recognized it. Therefore, understanding the antigen presentation of SARS-CoV-2 will help our understanding of the pathogenesis of COVID-19. The antigen presentation of SARS-CoV mainly depends on the MHC I molecule but MHC II also contributes to the presentation. Similar studies have shown many HLA polymorphisms correlate with SARS-CoV susceptibility, such as HLA-B * 4601, HLA-B * 0703, HLA-DR B1 * 1202 and HLA-Cw * 0801, while the HLA-DR0301 allele, HLA-Cw1502 and HLA-DR B1 * 1202 and HLA-Cw * 0801 - A * 0201 is associated with protection from SARS infection.9 MHC II molecules, such as HLA-DRB1 * 11: 01 and HLA-DQB1 * 02: 01 are associated with susceptibility to MERS-CoV infection, in MERS-CoV infection.10 In addition, the MBL gene polymorphism (mannose binding lectin) is associated with antigen presentation associated with the risk of SARS-CoV infection.11

Humoral and Cellular Immunity

The antigen presentation then stimulates the body's humoral and cellular immunity. It is mediated by virus-specific B and T cells. Similar to a common acute viral infection, the antibody profile against the SARS-CoV virus has a characteristic pattern of IgM and IgG production. At the end of week 12, SARS-specific IgM antibodies disappear, whereas IgG antibodies can last for a long time, which shows IgG antibodies can mainly act as a protective agent, and SARS-specific IgG antibodies mainly are S-specific and N-specific antibodies.12 Compared to response humoral, there is more research on cellular immunity than coronavirus. Recent reports indicate the number of CD4 + and CD8 + T cells in peripheral blood infected by SARS-CoV-2 patients is
significantly decrease, while the status of increasing the activation, proven by the high proportion of HLA-DR (CD4 3.47%) and CD8 (CD8 39.4%) double-positive fraction. At the same time, severe CD4 + T and CD8 + T decreases related to the acute phase response in patients with SARS-CoV. Even if there are no antigens, CD4 + and CD8 + memory T cells can last for four years in the individual recovering SARS-CoV and can carry out T cell proliferation, DTH response and IFN-production.  
Six years later SARS-CoV infection, T-cell memory responses specific to the SARS-CoV peptide library can still be recognized in 14 of 23 recovered SARS patients. Specific CD8 + T cells also showed the same share on clearing MERS-CoV in mice. These results can provide valuable information for a rational vaccine design against SARS-CoV-2.

**Coronavirus Avoidance of Host Immunity**  
For better survival in host cells, SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV apply several tactics to avoid the immune response. Evolutionary pattern recognition receptors (PRR) can recognize pathogen-related molecular patterns (PAMPs), a conserved microbial structures. Thus, SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV can induce the production of double-membrane vesicles that lack PRR and then replicate in these vesicles, thus avoiding detection of their dsRNA hosts. IFN-1 (IFN-α and IFN-β) forms a shield on SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV infections, but the IFN-1 pathway is prevented in infected mice. Additional protein 4α from MERS-CoV can stop IFN induction at the MDA5 activation level through direct interaction with double-stranded RNA. In addition, ORF4a, ORF5b, ORFs, and MERS-CoV membrane proteins inhibit nuclear transport from IFN 3 regulating factors (IRF3) and activation of IFN promoters. Coronavirus can influence the presentation of antigens. It occurs when gene expression associated with antigen presentation is set down after the infection of MERS-CoV. Thus, eradicating the immune avoidance of SARS-CoV-2 is very important in the curing and development of certain drugs.

**CLINICAL MANIFESTATION OF COVID-19**

**Manifestations in the Respiratory System**

Pathological data on COVID-19 pneumonia from autopsy or biopsy is still lacking. Two patients who recently underwent pulmonary lobectomy for adenocarcinoma retrospectively were identified to have COVID-19 at the time of surgery. These two cases provide an important first opportunity to study the pathology of COVID-19. Pathological examination showed that the lungs of both patients showed edema, protein exudate, focal reactive hyperplasia of pneumocytes with evenly distributed inflammatory cellular infiltration, and large nucleated cells. Meanwhile hyaline membrane is not significant. Because both patients showed no symptoms of pneumonia at the time of surgery, this change was likely an early phase of the pathology of pulmonary pneumonia COVID-19.

Sharon et al. 2020 reported similar cardiopulmonary invention in the initial series of autopsies in the United States, with causes of death due to SARS-CoV-2 infection. The results of the Franck et al. 2020 study found that pulmonary embolus patients were more often in critical care units than patients without pulmonary embolus (17 (74%) vs. 22 (29%) patients, p < 0.001), requiring mechanical ventilation more frequently (15 (65%) compared to 19). (25%) patients, p < 0.001) and had a longer delay of symptom onset for CT diagnosis of pulmonary embolism (12 ± 6 versus 8 ± 5 days respectively, p < 0.001). In a multivariable analysis, requirements for mechanical ventilation (OR = 3.8 IC95% [1.02-15], p = 0.049) remained related to acute pulmonary embolus. Pulmonary embolus patients are more likely to require treatment in a critical care unit and need mechanical ventilation than those without pulmonary embolus.

**Manifestations in the Cardiovascular System**

Heart risk factors and cardiovascular disease (CVD) patient potential in developing a high susceptibility to COVID-19 and lean to have more severe disease with poorer clinical outcomes. In case reports of 138 COVID-19 patients treated at home 14.1% with early cardiovascular disease, and 31.1% with hypertension. Other studies were smaller than 41 patients 14.6% with early cardiovascular disease, 14.6% with hypertension. In the larger group than 416 patients, 30.5% with hypertension, 10.6% with coronary artery disease, and 5.3% with cardiovascular disease. The prognostic significance of CVD was pretty much illustrated in a cohort of 191 patients, of which 30% had hypertension and constituted 48% of those who did not survive, while CVD was present at 8% which was 13% who did not survive. A meta-analysis of six studies published from China, accommodate 1,527 patients with COVID-19, inform 9.7%, 16.4%, and 17.1% prevalence of diabetes, cardio-cerebrovascular disease, and hypertension. The study reveal case fatality rate (CFR) was 2.3% in the entire group but was significantly bigger (6%, 7.3%, and 10.5% respectively) in patients with hypertension, diabetes, and CVD.

**Manifestations of the Kidney**

Coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) mainly attacks the respiratory and immune systems, but an increase in creatinine values and acute kidney failure (ARF) is also experienced in some patients. In studies of the clinical character of Coronavirus 2019-2020 in China, it was found that from 1099 COVID patients, 12 patients experienced an increase in creatinine value ≥ 133 μmol / L, 6 patients in mild COVID cases and 6 patients in severe COVID cases. While cases of acute kidney failure were experienced by 6 patients in all cases, 1 in mild COVID cases and 5 in severe COVID cases. In theory, the incidence of ARF accompanied by proteinuria and hematuria can occur due to several factors: 1. Penetration of the COVID-19 virus into kidney tissue. With a light microscope found diffuse injury to the proximal tubules with loss of the brush border, non-isometric vascular degeneration, a clear smear of necrosis was also found. With the electron microscope a group of corona virus particles was found with spikes that were clearly tubular epithelial and podocyte. 2. ACE2 receptor upregulation occurs in patients with COVID-19. In immunostaining, it was found that SARS-
CoV antibody nucleoprotein antibodies were present in the tubular epithelium.30

Manifestations in the Central Nervous System
Published reports of COVID-19 (SARS-CoV-2) infection stated that COVID-19 positive patients had non-specific neurological symptoms of fever, headache, nausea, vomiting, lethargy, gait disturbance, and malaise. These non-specific symptoms are related to prodromal syndrome of viral infection. Specific COVID-19 neurological symptoms range from anosmia, 31,32 seizure, 31,32 vision impairment, with cases of cerebral hemorrhage, cerebral infarction, and other neurological diseases.33

From the signs, symptoms, and cases evaluation, some hypothesis why COVID-19 infection has manifested neurologically has been proposed. First hypothesis, the manifestation of COVID-19 infection is associated with angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptors on human cell surfaces causing a reduced expression and function of ACE2 proteins, decreasing hypotensive effect of ACE inhibitor drug, causing uncontrolled hypertension, thus, increasing the risk of cerebral hemorrhage. There are also reports of glial cells,34 and neurons expresses ACE2 receptors35,36 which may cause direct virus-cell adhesion to the both said cells and causing symptoms.

Second hypothesis, using influenza A infection as a model, COVID-19 infection can pass into intracranial structures through olfactory route. This route is the primary mechanism of central nervous system invasion through retrograde transaxonal transport. Direct infection of olfactory ensheathing cells or channels in the cribiform plate can be the port of entry of virus into olfactory bulb then transported retrogradely into intracranial structures.37 There are evidence of retrograde transport of drugs or molecules from nose to brain, through olfactory nerve endings, olfactory bulb and then transported intracranially. Moreover, there are connection from nasal cavity mucosa to the brain through trigeminal nerve endings via perivascular channels in the lamina propria or using intracellular/extracellular mechanism.38 Other proposed mechanism of transport is that COVID-19 may reach the brainstem via a synapse-connected route from lung and airways.39,40

Third hypothesis, COVID-19 infection has direct effect to cerebral hemorrhage by disruption of blood coagulation cascade or homeostasis. There is some evidence that patients with COVID-19 had suffered from coagulopathy and prolonged prothrombin time and partial thromboplastin time. Contrary, COVID-19 patients may have increased D-dimer and fibrinogen, thus increasing risk of thromboembolic vascular events (cerebral arterial or venous infarction) warranting anticoagulant therapy and correlate with worse outcome.41,42,43

Furthermore, there are some publications report viral meningoencephalitis and tissue necrosis associated with COVID-19 infection. COVID-19 may cause acute necrotizing hemorrhagic encephalopathy.44 Also, COVID-19 patients could presented with seizures and neck stiffness, signs of meningoencephalitis. This was evidenced by the detection of COVID-19 RNA sequences in the cerebrospinal fluid from a patient with meningoencephalitis.31

Further comprehensive studies regarding the manifestations of COVID-19 infection to central nervous system are needed to establish further understanding of this pandemic.

Manifestations in the Pregnancy
How covid 19 can affect both mother and fetus is not very clear and very little data is known. Pregnant women do not appear to be infected more often than the general population. Pregnancy itself generally changes the body's immune system and responds to viral infections, which sometimes cause more severe symptoms. The existence of vertical transmission from mother to fetus due to covid-19 infection has not been proven to date. A case report from China, there was no evidence of amniotic fluid, umbilical cord blood, neonatal swab, placental swab, and vaginal genital fluid and breast milk samples containing covid-19 from mothers infected with the virus and their babies were all tested with results negative.45,46,47

Individual responses to viral infections are very different for each pregnant woman to different viruses. In the type of coronavirus infection it seems that pregnant women will be more increased at the end of the pregnancy trimester. One study showed an increased risk of premature birth in women with maternal indications after 28 weeks of pregnancy.48 Pregnancy alone will cause a hypercoagulable state49 and evidence say pregnant women infected with covid-19 who are hospitalized with a hypercoagulable condition, due to covid-19 infection strongly associated with increased risk of venous thromboembolism50 in mothers, therefore it is important to reduce mobility with independent isolation at home or hospital admission.

According to the final WHO-China joint Mission on Covid 19 study published in February 2020, noted that the H1N1 influenza virus, pregnant women did not appear to have a high risk of becoming heavier than the general population. From a study of 147 pregnant women (64 positive confirmed, 82 suspects and 1 asymptomatic), 8% had severe disease and 1% became critical. From a systematic review of 108 pregnant women found that 3% of pregnant women need ICU treatment for covid-19 infections, but 2 of the 3 cases were women with comorbidities with diabetes mellitus that were not controlled by obesity, the second with chronic hypertension comorbid, diabetes mellitus and obesity. A recent systematic review looking for maternal and perinatal outcomes with covid-19 found most studies did not release any adverse events from perinatal outcomes. However, from a review by the study of Zhu et al. Reported that there were 1 neonatal deaths from 6 neonates who entered the NICU, 6 out of 10 neonates were born premature.51 Therefore, pregnant women with covid-19 infection must undergo a PCR test swab, therefore RCOG recommends that pregnant women should do social distancing by doing telehealth medicine and only emergency patients can come to the hospital so they can reduce the density by 50 -80% of patients in the hospital and the need for initial knowledge and awareness of the staff of employees in the hospital so as to reduce about 10% of unknown cases.52
COVID-19 transmission can occur through droplets and aerosols which often occur in dental clinic activities. Further research is needed to promote COVID-19 in oral fluids and its effects on transmission of this virus. This research is very important to enhance an effective debate strategy, specifically for dentists and other health professionals who carry out clinical procedures that produce aerosols. \(^{54}\)

Droplets can come from the nasopharynx or oropharynx and are associated with saliva. In people who have been infected with the COVID-19 virus through droplets can cause other people involved can also fight, and cause long-distance transmission with virus droplets that will be retained in the air. In this context, health workers, such as dentists, might handle direct treatment in patients who have difficulty COVID-19 but this person has not been diagnosed, or in people who are considered surveillance. \(^{55, 56}\)

Patients who replace COVID-19 can change symptoms that appear as symptoms before transmission can occur before COVID-19 symptoms appear. A study in China showed that 29% of 138 patients suffering from COVID-19 were health care workers. \(^{57}\) Inhalation of airborne particles and aerosols produced during dental clinical procedures in patients fighting COVID-19 can make dentists highly vulnerable to the COVID-19 virus directly. Therefore, it is very important for dentists to refine strategies to prevent COVID-19 infection by replacing patient placement, hand hygiene, wearing all personal protective equipment (PPE), and being careful in carrying out aerosol-producing procedures. \(^{58}\)

There are three pathways for COVID-19 to enter saliva: First through the Upper and Lower respiratory tract which will enter the oral cavity. Both COVID-19 in the blood can be accessed by the oral cavity through cervicular fluid, or outside the oral cavity which contains protein and originates from the extracellular matrix of blood serum, and the last is COVID-19 which is inserted through saliva through the use of saliva major and minor. \(^{59}\)

Table 1: Data from the HPA Dataset shows mRNA expression from the ACE2 gene detected in normal salivary gland tissue (pTPM mean: 0.5), with the highest expression level observed in gland cells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell types</th>
<th>Female, age 60</th>
<th>Female, age 21</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glomerular cells</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duct cells</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alveolar cells</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervicular fluid cells</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other cell types</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Percentage of oral manifestations in male and female patients infected with COVID-19

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (M±SD)</th>
<th>Male (N=55)</th>
<th>Female (N=55)</th>
<th>Total (N=109)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>52.0 (16.28)</td>
<td>52.0 (16.28)</td>
<td>52.0 (16.28)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oral-related symptoms [%]</th>
<th>Male (N=52)</th>
<th>Female (N=56)</th>
<th>Total (N=108)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amblygeustia</td>
<td>19 (36.5%)</td>
<td>32 (57.1%)</td>
<td>51 (47.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry mouth</td>
<td>24 (46.2%)</td>
<td>26 (46.4%)</td>
<td>50 (46.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dryness and inflammation of mouth</td>
<td>7 (13.5%)</td>
<td>5 (8.9%)</td>
<td>12 (11.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enlargement of lymph nodes in the submandibular regions</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (1.8%)</td>
<td>1 (0.9%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the oral cavity the percentage of manifestations of amblygeustia was 47.2%, 36.5% in men, 57.1% in women and xerostomia was 46.3% (46.2% in men, 46.4% in women).

**Manifestations of the Gastro-Intestinal System**

In an initial report from Wuhan, 2-10% of patients with COVID-19 had gastro-intestinal symptoms such as diarrhea, abdominal pain and vomiting. Abdominal pain is reported more frequently in patients with ICU care compared with those not requiring ICU care, 10% of patients get diarrhea and nausea 1-2 days before symptoms develop into body heat and respiratory symptoms.21-22 Intestinal involvement and diarrhea associated with respiratory symptoms are a common clinical picture of viral infections belonging to the corona virus family. Liquid diarrhea without blood and mucus is a frequent symptom (20.3%), diarrhea with febrile combination (5.8%), 38.4% sufferers have diarrhea for 3 weeks. SARS-CoV can be identified in terminal ileum and colon biopsy and RT-PCR examination of fecal samples, and can be detected up to 10 weeks after symptom onset.61,62 Several studies provide evidence that corona virus can cause gastrointestinal tract infections since the discovery of ACE2 and TMPRSS2 together in enterocytes, as well as in the lungs and esophagus. The specific mechanism of diarrhea pathogenesis is not yet fully known, but it is suspected that SARS-CoV-2 causes disruption of ACE2 function and produces diarrhea. Viral infection causes changes in intestinal permeability that result in malabsorption of enterocytes. In addition ACE2 is involved in absorption of the amino acid diet, regulation of antimicrobial peptide expression and promoting intestinal microbiome homeostasis.61,62 Laboratory stools found 6.9% of patients had faecal abnormalities, with 5.2% leukocytes and 1.7% faint blood but no red blood cells were found, this is consistent with the character of viral diarrhea.64 The SARS-CoV2 enteric manifestation is an important diagnostic challenge for clinicians when dealing with COVID-19 patients who have mild symptoms at the onset of their disease as well as has significant potential for viral transmission through the faecal. Reported in a recent study doing intracellular nucleocapsid viral protein and ACE2 protein expression in humans in gastric, duodenal and rectal epithelial cells, providing understanding that ACE2 receptors can become entry points for the SARS-CoV-2 virus in the intestinal tract.63

**Skin Manifestations due to COPID and PPE use**

COVID-19 infection which affect skin focus on the effects of hyperhydration PPE, friction, epidermal breakdown, and contact reactions, all of which can exacerbate existing skin diseases. The most commonly used skin changes due to prolonged use of PPE (figure 3) are erythema, papules, maceration, and scaling which appear on the skin. Causes include burning, itching, and stinging. This finding supports the use of PPE in 97.0% of 542 frontline health workers (HCW). Long-term use of protective gloves causes occlusion and hyper-hydration of the epidermis which can be used clinically as maceration and erosion (4), which may be needed in the development of contact dermatitis. Washing hands with excessive detergent / can damage the hydro-lipid layer on the surface of the skin and may also affect irritation on skin and also the appearance of contact dermatitis (figure 4). Two-thirds of health care workers will wash their hands more than 10 times a day, meanwhile only 22% use protective skin creams.65

**Figure 3:** The appearance of facial burning, itching, erythema and papules in 42-years-old female patients who disinfected her face with 60% ethanol 5 times daily and also wear protective facial mask for 6 hours a day. (Source: Darlenski, 2020)
The appearance of skin rash with petechiae has also been indicated as a possible early onset of COVID-19 disease and acute hemorrhagic edema in infants associated with coronavirus NL63. There is one case of COVID-19 infection that shows skin disease. This case occurred in a 28-year-old woman with no previous medical history, initially had a dry cough, nasal congestion, fatigue, myalgia and arthralgia without fever. He was positive for corona virus. Thirteen days later the patient began to notice pruritus lesions on both heels. Confluent yellowish erythematous papules were observed in both heels (Figure 5), without lesions on other parts of the skin. The patient did not wear tight socks, shoes or local pressure that could explain the distribution of the lesion. Application of local corticosteroids is recommended. Because of this, three days later, the lesions persisted and became hardened erythematous plaques and pruritus (Figure 6). At this condition, urticaria, urticaria vasculitis, idiopathic plantar hydradenitis and neutrophilic dermatosis are considered in the differential diagnosis. Thus, a biopsy was not conducted.

**COVID-19 Diagnosis**

The clinical diagnosis of COVID-19 is mainly based on a history of epidemiology, clinical manifestations and some additional examinations, such as detection of nucleic acids, CT scans, IgM / IgG immune identification technology (POCT), related to enzymes. immunosorbent assay (ELISA) and blood culture. Thus, clinical symptoms as well as indications of patients infected with SARS-CoV-2 are very unusual, such as respiratory symptoms, coughing, fever, dyspnea, and viral pneumonia. Furthermore, additional tests are needed for the diagnosis of COVID-19, as well as epidemiological history of the patients.
Technology for detecting Nucleic acid
Technology applies to detect two nucleic acid commonly used for SARS-CoV-2 are real-time quantitative polymerase chain reactions (RT-qPCR) and high throughput sequencing. The authoritative identification method for SARS-CoV-2 is viral blood culture and high throughput sequencing of the entire genome. Meanwhile, the application of high throughput sequencing technology in clinical diagnosis is limited due to equipment dependence and expensive costs. Thus, RT-qPCR is the most general, effective and easy method for detecting pathogenic viruses in respiratory and blood secretion. RT-qPCR has several weaknesses, including certain biological safety hazards brought by patient retention and sample operations, nucleic acid detection operations complicated, and long waiting times for the results.

CT scans methods and others
COVID-19 is diagnosed using RT-qPCR which will provide specific result, but, the negative numbers cannot be neglected because of the severe outcome of the missed diagnosis. Numerous doctors who propose CT scanning should be one of the additional diagnostic methods needed because it is more accurate. Individuals with high clinical suspicion of SARS-CoV-2 infection with negative RT-qPCR screening, a combination of repeated RT-qPCR tests and chest CT scans may be useful. Particularly high-resolution CT (HRCT) for the chest is very important for initial diagnosis and evaluation of the disease severity of patients infected SARS-CoV-2.

Several research have observed chest CT images of patients diagnosed with SARS-CoV-2. Typical CT images showing ground-glass Bilateral pulmonary parenchyma and consolidated pulmonary opacification, occasionally with spherical morphology and peripheral pulmonary distribution. Lung infection with peripheral dominance is also seen in patients with SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV infections, and chest CT shows that the disease develops with turbidity and soil glass consolidation, which is the same as SARS-CoV-2 infection. Based on these findings, CT scan has a value clinical diagnosis of COVID-19 is great, especially in areas of high prevalence of SARS-CoV-2 infection. Furthermore, CT scan also has some disadvantages, such as the incomparability of other viral pneumonia and abnormal CT imaging hysteresis.

Given the shortcomings of nucleic acid detection and CT scanning currently used for COVID-19 diagnosis, clinical laboratories must implement several immunological detection devices that focus on viral antigens or antibodies as soon as possible. At present, POCT of IgM / IgG and ELISA kits for SARS-CoV-2 have been promoted and tested previously by several companies and have shown greater detection rates than nucleic acid detection, but no products or articles have been published yet. Sensitivity of SARS-CoV-based ELISA ELISA (94.7%) was significantly greater than SARS-CoV-based ELISA IgSA (58.9%), but the sensitivity of SARS-CoV-2 IgG / IgM SARS remained to be researched. Therefore, developing additional sensitive and particular additional methods is needed and important for the diagnosis of COVID-19.

Imaging In Adult Patiens With Covid 19
Fixed test for SARS-CoV-2 is the real-time reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) test. This method is known to be highly specific, but sensitivity is as low as 60-70% and as high as 95-97%. Sometimes, the results of the PCR test may not available, delayed or take several hours.

The diagnosis of COVID-19 is thought to be based on symptoms of pneumonia (for example, fever, dry cough, myalgia, and shortness of breath) and a recent travel history for exposure in known patients. Clinicians have to observe the symptoms, which are very unspecific. Meanwhile, there are some symptoms that complicate suspicion. Analytical alterations such as lymphopenia, elevation of C-reactive protein (CRP) and transaminases or lactate dehydrogenase augment the degree of suspicion. In emergency department...
(ED), the chest X-ray can be a discriminating element. Sometime, the lack or presence of pathological characteristics on chest X-ray is applying to send the patient home or keep him/her under observation but if the clinical suspicion is elevate and the PCR or/and chest X-ray is normal, a chest CT is needed.

Conducting differentiation in the beginning, between ED patients with and without corona virus disease (COVID-19) is very crucial. Chest CT scan may be beneficial in early diagnosing of COVID-19. The chest CT in symptomatic ED patients is accurate, but applied as a single diagnostic test, CT scan cannot effectively diagnose or exclude COVID-19. Determining COVID-19 status at the beginning is crucial for disease treatment to reduce morbidity and mortality and minimize disease transmission. Contrast to RT-PCR, chest CT imaging is more reliable, practical and rapid method to diagnose and determine COVID-19, particularly in the epidemic area.

A report of 121 patients with confirmed COVID-19 in relation to the time between symptom onset and the first CT scan. CT results were more frequent, including consolidation, bilateral and peripheral disease, linear opacities, “crazy-paving” pattern and the “reverse halo” sign. Bilateral lung picture was observed in 28% early patients 76% intermediate patients and 88% late patients. The typical radiological findings that make strongly suspect that is COVID-19 infection. The specific CXR finding classification is applied to denote the imaging pattern most suggestive of COVID-19 pneumonia; such as bilateral peripheral and/or subpleural ground-glass opacities (GGO) and/or consolidation. (Figure 8) The typical CT finding are the CCO areas, which, even in the initial stages on CT-scan, affect both lungs, in particular the lower lobes, and specifically the posterior segments, with a fundamentally peripheral and subpleural distribution. (Figure 9, 10 and 11)

**Figure 8:** An axial-CT-scan Covid-19 patient, subpleural ground-glass opacities (GGO) and consolidation.

**Figure 9:** A. A chest X-ray and an coronal (B), axial (C) CT image in a 25-year female mild common type Covid-19 patient (. atypical symptom/sinusitis onset, 3 days from normal sinus paranasal X-ray to chest X-ray and CT scan) shows multiple GGO in peripheral distribution both lungs.
Four stages on temporal CT changes Covid-19 have been described:\textsuperscript{77} 1. Early(initial stage (0-4 days): normal CT or GGO only, up to half of patients have normal CT scans within two days of symptom onset, 2. Progressive stage (5-8 days): increased GGO and crazy paving appearance, 3. Peak stage (9-13 days): consolidation, 4. Absorption stage (>14 days): with an improvement in the disease course, “fibrous stripes”/linear opacities appear and the abnormalities resolve at one month and beyond. (Figure 5) Chest CT is applied also to determine the severity of lung involvement in COVID-19 pneumonia (Figure 12).
Although chest imaging especially CT scans plays a crucial role in determining the disease extent and follow-up. Besides, the features that are stated to be most characteristic of COVID-19 pneumonia (i.e., peripheral, bilateral ground glass opacities that are predominantly found in the lower lobes) can be observed in a large number of other conditions, including other infectious and noninfectious conditions. The sensitivity of CT varies widely, and none of the research sufficiently evaluate the application of CT in a representative screening population.  

Some authors are mindful support CT as a sufficient replacement assay because its real sensitivity is unknown (and is unlikely to be of value given the known existence of normal CT findings in patients with the disease) and because CT findings lack specificity. On 16 March 2020, an American-Singaporean panel reported that CT findings were not part of the diagnostic criteria for COVID-19. Imaging only for those COVID-19 patients where imaging will impact management.  

**CONCLUSION**

Corona virus infection called COVID-19 (Corona Virus Disease 2019) was appeared in Wuhan city, China. It was discovered in late December 2019. It has spread to almost all countries in the world and transmitted rapidly among humans, just in a few months. The characteristics of COVID-19 viruses are different from those in SARS and MERS, including the speed of spread and the severity of symptoms. The effect of corona virus will appeared when someone is infected, but will be more harmful and even fatal if it induced elderly people, pregnant women, people who have certain diseases, smokers, or people whose immune systems are weak.
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